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Summary

• We’ve spent the last several years working in 
the area of malware analysis.  

• We noticed that some easy questions don’t 
have easy answers:
– Who wrote this malware?
– What does it do?
– Have we seen anything like it  before?

• To address these questions, we need to appeal 
to two buzzwords: cyber, and data science



Malware Analysis in the Large

• Arriving in a local malware analysis lab, I 
asked:
– How much the malware collection is aimed at 

Windows/x86 vs. other targets?
– Does the malware data form clusters?
– What trends are being seen?

• Easy questions, but no easy answers!



Comparing Malware Specimens

• If we have a suspected malware specimen, we 
want to know if anything like it has been seen 
before…easy question, no easy answer.
– Document similarity (a concept from Information 

Retrieval) metrics do exist, but need to be adapted 
to malware

– These static analysis methods can be frustrated by 
packing and encryption

– For now, we restrict our discussion to static vs. 
dynamic malware analysis.



Visualization!

• What if somebody was to “discover” a new 
play by Shakespeare?

• The new document might well stand out from 
the rest in a plot like this!  
(Created with a Python script, the anaconda
and plotly packages, and character 4-grams.  )



Do Executable Binaries Form Clusters?

• Some large malware collections are available 
to malware researchers (which we should 
continue to encourage)

• VX Heaven is old, but it is labelled, and at 60+ 
GBs uncompressed, relatively big.

• Do Banking Trojans form a cluster?  Or 
rootkits?

• Do the labels match the clusters?  Let’s see!



Points to Ponder

• Such graphs are useful for spotting outliers, and 
maybe near-duplicates

• Outliers may or may not be interesting
– It’s okay to remove them, which may reveal more 

structure
• Not effective for in-depth analysis (except 

inasmuch as it helps direct your efforts)
• May be useful for spotting malware families

Then we were asked to focus on a particular type of 
malware!



Beware of Exploit Kits!

• User is tricked into visiting an infected (but 
innocent) web site

• As a result of a few iframe redirects, such as
<iframe src=http://badGuys.Rus.ru>
the user’s browser is sent to an EK web site

• A Javascript “landing page” is loaded,
• Which looks at user’s box and tries some exploits
• If any succeed, word is sent back to EK operators, 

some of whom have grown wealthy

http://badguys.rus.ru/


Famous Exploit Kits

• Black Hole is still the most famous, but there 
are many others: Angler, Sweet Orange, 
Redkit, Nuclear, RIG, Fiesta, Magnitude, etc.

• Zscaler Blog reported on June 24 that Angler 
activity is decreasing, but others remain 
active.

• Note that just black-listing web sites is not 
sufficient, as they change all the time

• How can we tell when new EKs come out?

https://www.zscaler.com/blogs/research/top-exploit-kit-activity-roundup


Our Hypotheses

• If the Javascript code on landing pages 
corresponds to specific exploit kits, then similar 
scripts would be attributable to the same (or 
related versions of the same) exploit kit.  

• Exploits may be updated from time to time, 
infrastructure maybe less often

• Scripts unlike any seen before may indicate a 
new, unknown exploit kit.  

• This landing page analysis may let us better 
understand  this form of malware.



Concept of Operations

• Seek out malware domains (live external links)
– urlquery.net was useful to start
– Or malware-traffic-analysis.net

• Visit infected sites from a browser inside a VM
– EK would often be cleaned up by time we visit 

• Capture and re-assemble packets
– Virtualbox packet capture, Suricata
– Analyze raw pcap data, or tcpick output, or 

extracted Javascript

https://urlquery.net
http://malware-traffic-analysis.net/






Analysis of Raw PCAP



Analysis of tcpick Output



Discussion

• Analysis of raw pcap data might be used to 
spot outliers, or near duplicates.

• Analysis of tcpick output with 4-grams shows 
two almost duplicates, among other 
phenomena 

• Suricata extracts specific files, including HTML 
with embedded Javascript, from specific sites 
and timestamps, as shown



Plotting of Packets



Javascript with Kit Labels



Sweet Orange, Redkit, and Blackhole



Original Revised Research Results

• We built a system to seek out EKs, visit them, 
and record the packets

• We parsed the Javascript files 
– we can spot unusual specimens
– not yet able to associate Javascript syntax with 

specific EKs (n-grams may not be up to this task)

• Many EKs out there, but only a few are 
popular at a given time



Discussion

• Lots of exploit kits exist, but only a few are 
popular

• Outliers can provide insight, but discard them 
to drill deeper

• Too many n-grams carry too little information
– This is old news
– There seems to be lots of Blackhole activity
– Perhaps other EK activity is being drowned out
– So select better (or fewer) features



Limitations

• This approach is naïve, in the sense of using 
little or no domain knowledge
– File structure information? No
– N-grams machine instructions? No
– N-grams  Javascript language constructs? No
– Specifying n-grams “of importance”? No
– Similarity to “known” specimens? Some
– Collection-related metadata? No
– Knowledge of known actors? No 



Machine Learning

• We’ve shown examples of unsupervised ML
• Supervised ML, especially deep learning, is an 

area of ongoing research
– Neural nets, especially convolutional neural nets

• Can we build neural nets to distinguish malware from 
benign is a related problem

– Long short-term memories, or LSTMs
• To discern what functions do, not just opcodes

– Quality data sets for training is important!



Mix of Students

• Malware analysis courses have been a good 
source of students
– Both basic and advanced
– Half day version of first course available here

• Mixture of graduates and undergraduates
– Inspired three PhD theses, in progress
– Many MS theses and writing projects on this and 

related topics e.g. Android malware
• Cyberdawgs!

https://www.csee.umbc.edu/courses/undergraduate/CMSC491malware/docEng2015.html


Lessons Learned

• Finding good quality data is important, and 
half the battle

• Students need to know cyber and data science
• Machine learning was more important to this 

problem than we expected
• An excuse for CKN to learn Python!
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